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Introduction
We are still doing research about Performance Issues on the ABB 800xA System of one of our clients. There are
performance issues when we call up Graphic Displays for the very first time. An improvement we already did is
eliminating all the Aspect View Wrappers and we also made improvements with our Network.
The load time for a Graphic when it is called up for the very first time on a client is still between 5 to 10 seconds
and decreases even more when we are calling up several displays. We also see that the CPU Load of the Aspect
Server goes to the maximum. CPU Load should not be the bottleneck of the ABB 800xA System, so there has to
be something else what causes this high CPU Load. We found out that some Graphic Elements, which are used a
lot in our Graphic Displays, are generating logfiles which give a good indication where we have to look for these
performance issues. Below are some examples of these Graphic Elements and the corresponding logfiles.
Example 1
We use a general module type for different tanks. This general module contains motors, indicators etc. Not every
tank uses all of these modules. When they are not used we give them the name ‘no name’. Besides that there is a
parameter outside the module (in control builder) that we use to make that module visible or not in the general tank
Graphic Element. Below is a parameter list example of one of these tanks:

Figure 1
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Because we give these ‘not used’ modules the name ‘no name’ it looks like this in the Control Structure:

Figure 2
The general tank Graphic Element contains the Graphic Elements of all of the lower modules. As said, we make
them visible or not with an enable parameter in Control Builder (see figure 1). Despite the visible of the ‘No Name’
Graphic Elements is set to false and this modules are therefore not visible in the general tank Graphic Element,
there looks to be a performance issue with these elements when the tank Graphic Element is called up for the first
time on a client or server.

Figure 3
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Below is part of the log file from an initial load of this Tank Graphic Element:

Figure 4
As you can see, the AfwADServer service seems to have a problem with these ‘no name’ modules.
I have done some testing with these no name modules and the problem is gone when I replace the ‘no name’
names with unique names. But my question is why these ‘no name’ modules can be a performance issue for
800xA, because I always thought that the system does not work with names but with the unique GUID’s of the
modules?
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Example 2
Another example is the Graphic Element of our Single Controllers. There are performance issues when we call up
these Graphic Elements for the very first time. This is a problem because we have a lot of these Single Controllers
so we use the Graphic Elements of these Single Controllers in many Graphic Displays.
In this example I zoom in to Single Controller FC510D04. This Single Controller has a Graphic Element named GE
Controller Icon PG2. The Graphic Element contains data from the Control Module itself but does also contain a
Graphic Element from the lower Attention Module. The arrow indicates where the Graphic Element is coming from.

Figure 5
As you can see, there are also other Attention Modules in the other lower Modules. There seems to be a problem
with the name ‘Attention’ because it is in the logfile of the AFWADServer service when we are opening the Graphic
Element of the Single Controller for the very first time. An example of this logfile is shown below.

Figure 6
As you can see, the AfwADServer service seems to have a problem with these ‘Attention’ modules.
I have done some testing with these attention modules and the problem is gone when I replace the ‘attention’
names with unique names. But my question is why these ‘attention’ modules can be a performance issue for
800xA, because I always thought that the system does not work with names but with the unique GUID’s of the
modules?

